Most of our daily activities in a highly mobile digital information society require timely spatial decision making. Much of such decision-making is supported by map displays on various devices and with different modalities. Spatial information visualized on maps, however, is always subject to a multitude of uncertainties. If space-time decisionmakers are not informed about potential uncertainties inherent to maps, misleading, false, or at worst, life-threatening outcomes might result from the map-based decision making process. Therefore, data uncertainties should be communicated to decision-makers (Hope and Hunter, 2007) , especially when they are made with limited time resources (Riveiro et al., 2014) , and/or decision outcomes can have dramatic consequences (Ruginski et al., 2016) . We thus wished to empirically study how data uncertainty visualized in maps might influence the process and outcomes of spatial decision making (Kübler et al., 2017) , especially when made under time pressure in risky situations (Wilkening and Fabrikant, 2011) . Although there is very little empirical evidence from prior uncertainty visualization research that considered decision time constraints, we hypothesized that uncertainty visualization would also have an effect under time critical and complex decision contexts.
We report on a mixed factorial (2x2) map-based experiment to investigate whether and how the depiction of uncertainty in map displays (within-subject: with vs. without uncertainty) used in time-critical decision situations (between subject: with vs. without decision time constraints) might influence complex spatial decision making processes supported with maps (dependent variable: eye movement patterns), and respective decision outcomes (dependent variable: accuracy of response). For this we developed an extended version of a helicopter landing scenario in mountainous terrain for our study (Wilkening and Fabrikant, 2011) . We told participants to imagine being helicopter pilots on a rescue mission. We told participants in a training session (and had them practise the task in a warm-up trial) that there are several requirements that needed to be considered to safely land a helicopter in such emergency situations (AuLaV, 2014) . We asked them to safely land a helicopter on one of six potential landing spots marked on a map (Figure 1 ) to rescue a person in need. Map stimuli were based on randomly chosen and anonymized locations in Switzerland with varying terrain. The person to be rescued was always marked near the center of the map; in a zone unsuitable for land a helicopter. We systematically controlled four criteria that needed to be considered by decision makers: (1) slope categories (∘), including slope uncertainty, (2) distance (m) to an air aviation obstacle, (3) distance (m) to a ski lift, and (4) distance (m) to the person to be rescued. We developed eight map stimuli, and a ninth for the warm-up trial. To increase the map set, we additionally rotated and flipped the eight original maps to generate 16 map stimuli in total. We randomized the labeling of the potential landing spots, to avoid potential response bias. Prior to the main experiment, we ran an online study (with the identical test scenario) recruiting 11 participants (females: 6, males: 7; 34,8 yrs. on average) by Email, with broadly varying backgrounds, to empirically identify a suitable decision time limit for the main experiment, and to assess the suitability of the decision scenario. We also tested two map-inherent (within-subject) uncertainty depiction methods, already proposed in the literature: hatching density and point density textures (Retchless and Brewer 2016, Johannsen and Fabrikant, 2018) . Based on the pilot study results, we chose the point-density pattern (Figure 1) for the main experiment, as it not only yielded faster decision times, but it was also preferred by participants. Based on participants' average decision times, we also set the time limit to 25s for the main experiment. As hypothesized, we find that visualized slope uncertainty information influences both, participants' decision making processes, and the decision outcomes, depending on whether the available decision time is constrained. We are thus able to replicate prior own uncertainty visualization research that did not consider any decision time constraints (Kübler et al, 2017) , and map-based decision making under time pressure without any uncertainty depictions (Wilkening and Fabrikant, 2011) . Without depiction of slope uncertainty, participants selected landing spots that were closer to the person to be rescued, but not necessarily at locations with ideal slope conditions. For decisions supported by visualized slope uncertainty, participants opted for the safer landing location, but further away as necessary from the person to be rescued. Safer in this case means that participants who were not under decision time constraints chose to land the helicopter at a location which they knew would be suitable for landing in any case.
We interpret this result pattern with loss aversion (Kahnemann & Tversky, 1979) . Participants weighed the landing spot in an uncertain slope zone that could potentially yield the loss of lives more negatively, as the gain of being closer to the person to be rescued. Replicating Kübler et al. (2017) we also find that the depiction of uncertainty in maps modifies the to date under-researched map-based decision-making processes. Contrasting prior cartographic research, though, participants without time pressure took longer for their decisions when slope uncertainty was depicted on the maps. The collected eye movement data reveals that maps were indeed viewed in different ways, depending on whether slope uncertainty was depicted. This sheds new light on how decision time matters in map-based decision making (Wilkening and Fabrikant, 2011) . As decision outcomes are similar across the two decision time groups, the visualization of uncertainty, ultimately, had the same effect. Taking advantage of eye movement recordings, we are thus able to provide new insights in how humans arrive at complex map-based decisions when uncertainty is depicted on maps, especially when they are used in time-critical and risky decision making contexts. 
